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Switchgear Configurator

Welcome to the Thomas & Betts Switchgear Configurator! T&B continues to focus on making it easier for users to configure,
quote, and order Elastimold® Switchgear. The following pages walk you through some of the available options needed to build up a
switchgear configuration that meets your customer’s needs.
There are three (3) classes of configurable switchgear:
− − A Solutions will be 100% contained within the Configurator
− − No customization
− − Set lead time
− − B Solutions will be mostly in the Configurator
− − Minor customization
− − Lead time +
− − C Solutions will be considered build-to-order
− − Fully customized
− − Lead time ++
T&B has designed this software using the same technology successfully used for other T&B products such as the industry-leading
Elastimold ® Recloser, eFab Steel City, and VSV Capacitor Switches.
This tool (and this training module) will evolve as changes in the Switchgear product family are realized. The best way to know if
you have the latest options available is to use the Smart Switchgear Configurator as your starting point.
This document contains three (3) sections:
1. A step by step guide to using the Configurator
2. Definitions used in the Configurator
3. FAQs

Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
Browser/Compatibility
Supported browsers: Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari (Mac, iPad)
Preferred browser: Chrome for PC/Mac, Safari for iPad
Getting Started
Login screen: Go to productconfigurator.tnb.com. This is the homepage for all Thomas & Betts product configurators. Enter your
credentials. Note: If a T&B Power and High Voltage product has not been configured before, user will need to register an ID and
password, as login credentials for other products (such as eFab, Color-Keyed) will not work for switchgear configurations.

Figure 1. Initial Login Screen

For the purposes of a new switchgear configuration, click on “Proposal” on the “How would you like to begin?” screen:
Click on “Proposal”

Figure 2. Creating a new configuration
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
First Input Screen – QUOTE PROPERTIES
Fill out the “Quote Name, Project, and Customer” sections in “Quote Properties” inside the Proposal tab. When assigning
“Customer,” if customer is not listed, please contact Inside Application Engineer for help. In the “Template” section, be sure to
select “Cable Accessories and Apparatus.” Once this information is filled out, please select the “Line Items Tab” to proceed.

Fill in quote name

Select “Cable Accessories
and Apparatus” for Template

Fill in project name
Assign a Customer

Figure 3. Quote Properties

Second Input Screen – LINE ITEMS
If you have already created a Configuration you can use the “Find Configuration” section. Enter the Previous Configuration and
press the “Go” button. This will find the configuration and once found will pop up in the text box below the “Find Configuration”
button. Select the Configuration and then press the “Add Line Item” button. If you have not created a Configuration, then click
on the drop-down arrow in the “New Configuration” section. Select “Elastimold Switchgear” and press the “Go” button. This will
bring you into the Elastimold Switchgear Configurator to create the new configuration. To get a better understanding of the options
and flow, please proceed to page 13. Once complete, you can select the “Add to Proposal” icon in the upper right hand corner.
You can add multiple configurations by either finding them or creating new ones. Click on the “Quote Info” tab to proceed.

Figure 4. Add Line Items
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Enter previous Configuration
and press the “Go” button.
The Configuration will pop
up in the text box below.
Select the Configuration and
then press the “Add Line
Item” button.

Figure 5. Find Configuration

Figure 6. Create New Configuration

Click the “Add to Proposal”
icon to attach Configuration
to Proposal
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear

Figure 7. Line Item Added to Proposal

Third Input Screen – QUOTE INFO
The “Quote Info” tab has items in yellow that must be filled out. The “Terms and Conditions” section requires the user to select
either Domestic or International. The “Project ID, Project Name, and Contact Name” are filled out by the user. The “Competing
Brand” section requires the user to select a competitor from the drop-down list. Lastly, the user must choose “Yes” or “No” from
the drop-down list if the value of the quote is $150,000 or higher. Once all the sections are filled out, the user needs to press the
“Build Quote” button in the upper right hand corner.

Click “Build Quote” button to
proceed once all sections in
yellow are filled out.

Fill out all sections in yellow.

Figure 8. Quote Info and Build Quote
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Final Screen – BUILD QUOTE
The Proposal has been built and the user is able to see the Quote in the upper right hand corner of the screen.
Please note that Thomas & Betts will be providing additional Terms and Conditions “T&Cs” to all proposals. The additional
T&Cs (see Figure 11) outline newly added business process requirements that are designed to protect both the customer
and Thomas & Betts by ensuring that both parties clearly understand and agree on the requirements provided by the
customer. Prior to T&B’s acceptance of a purchase order, an authorized customer representative will be required to sign
the new T&Cs document.

Quote/Proposal Document

Figure 9. Quote/Proposal Document
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear

Figure 10. Example of Quote/Proposal (two pages)
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Process and Approvals - 2016 Thomas & Betts Corporation
Cable Accessories and Apparatus - Effective January 5, 2016
Except to the extent otherwise stated in a separate agreement signed by Thomas
& Betts Corporation (“T&B”), the following Terms and Conditions will govern all
transactions between T&B and any party placing orders with T&B for the purchase
of Utility Market products.* By placing an order with T&B, such party acknowledges its
unqualified acceptance of these terms and conditions. No modification of these terms
and conditions and no additional term or condition stated in any other document or
electronic communication will be binding upon T&B unless the term or condition has
been specifically approved in writing by an authorized representative of T&B.
*NOTE that Utility Market products include: Elastimold Switchgear, Elastimold
Reclosers, Joslyn High Voltage Var Breaker Master, Joslyn High Voltage VerSaVac
and Joslyn High Voltage Molded Vacuum Interrupter.
Proposal Scope
The scope for this project is solely captured in the configurator proposal and/or project
scope document.
Customer Approval of Project Scope
1. Review: The customer first reviews the proposal document.
a. After customer completes the review of this scope, changes shall only
be made by a change that is captured in the configurator project scope
document and mutually agreed to by T&B and customer.
b. No other oral or written communication shall constitute a project
scope change.
2. Approval: The customer’s return of a signed project scope document to T&B with
a valid and accepted accompanying purchase order will constitute acceptance of
the proposal and authorization for T&B to proceed with the design per the agreed
project scope.
Design Engineering
T&B will schedule and proceed with design engineering work upon receipt of the
completed and signed project scope change document signed by the customer and an
accompanying acknowledgement purchase order.
Sales Drawing
Upon completion of the engineering design, a sales drawing will be provided to the
customer for review and approval.
Review Period and Changes to the Scope
Customer shall have up to seven (7) calendar days to review and return either a signed
sales/engineering drawing:
1. With no changes:
T&B will release the project to production, which constitutes

customer authorization for T&B to procure necessary materials for the job.
A target ship date will be scheduled or reconfirmed.
2. With changes not captured in the specification:
a. A change order will result in T&B re-quoting the price and/or lead time if there
is an impact to either; and
b. A non-refundable engineering change fee of $3,000 will be applied.
3. If additional changes are requested after receiving revised drawings then:
a. This will result in T&B re-quoting the price and/or lead time if there is an
impact to either; and
b. A non-refundable engineering change fee of $3,000 will be applied.
4. If the customer takes longer than seven (7) calendar days to review, sign and
accept the sales/engineering drawing:
a. The lead time for the shipping of the materials ordered may be re-quoted
Completion of Design and Release to Operations
1. By returning an approved proposal document/project scope change document
and signed sales/engineering drawing, customer authorizes T&B, under the
provisions of this document, to:
a. Complete the design and create the bill of materials (BOM) and release this to
Operations; and
b. Operations will:
i. Procure materials for the manufacturing of the design; and
ii. Schedule a production slot and proceed to manufacturing.
Change Orders after the Approval of the Sales/Engineering Drawing
1. Prior to two weeks before the ship date will result in:
a. An engineering charge of 10% of the system price;
b. Plus applicable charges for any material costs that have been incurred that
will no longer be used for the project; and
c. A re-quote of the price and lead time required to make the changes.
2. Within two weeks of the CONFIRMED SHIP DATE:
a. The design is frozen and no changes will be made.
b. If the order is cancelled, customer must pay 25% cancellation and
restocking charge, plus the material cost associated with this custom
engineered design.
**NOTE: ALL STANDARD THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PURCHASE OF UTILITY MARKET
PRODUCTS EXCEPT WHERE THEY CONFLICT WITH THE ABOVE TERMS.
IN CASE OF CONFLICT BETWEEN THE STANDARD THOMAS & BETTS
CORPORATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS, THEN THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
PROJECT SCOPE DOCUMENT SHALL HAVE PRECEDENCE.

To accept this Utility Market product proposal and the above Terms & Conditions**, please sign, date, and return this form.

Customer Signature

Customer Name (Print)

Title

Date

© 2016 Thomas & Betts Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.
2/16 GM7507

Figure 11. Example of Process and Approvals (T&C)
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
Scope Change Document
All changes made after the placement of an order are subject to technical and schedule review. After the review, the customer will
be presented with the newly established Scope Change Document which will summarize the change order. The customer will be
required to review the changes, sign, and resubmit along with a new purchase order. See Figure 12.

Figure 12. Example of Scope Change Document
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Configuration Screens and Input Selections
First Configuration Input Screen - DISCLAIMER
Read the disclaimer and then select “YES” from the drop-down menu. Click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Select “YES” from the
drop down menu.
Click “Continue”
button to proceed
Figure 13. Disclaimer

Second Configuration Input Screen – SWITCHGEAR APPLICATIONS
This screen will allow the user to select the “Switchgear Type,” “Mounting Style,” and “Voltage Class.” “Phases” will be defaulted
to “3-Phase.” “BIL Rating” and “KA Rating” will be chosen based on the “Voltage Class” selection. All selections have drop-down
menus with predefined selections. Once all inputs are selected, the user can click the “Continue” button to proceed.
Note: The “Previous” button allows the user to go back in order to change the input selection process.

Select: Multi-way, Automatic
Transfer, Fast Automatic
Transfer, Automatic Loop
Restoration
Select: Singled-Sided
Padmount, Double-Sided
Padmount, Subsurface (Dry
Vault Control), Subsurface
(Submersible Control)
Select: 15 kV, 27 kV, 38 kV
Click “Continue”
button to proceed
Figure 14. Switchgear Applications
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
Configuration Screens and Input Selections
Third Configuration Input Screen – SWITCHGEAR APPLICATIONS
User is able to choose from standard configurations or define their own configuration by selecting “Other.”
Click the “Continue” button to proceed.

User can select Standard
Configurations or define their
own by selecting “Other.”
Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 15. Standard Configurations

Fourth Configuration Input Screen – COMPONENTS
User will select the COMPONENTS of the gear. The Component inputs will depend on what the user selected in the SWITCHGEAR
APPLICATION screen. If the user selects “OTHER” in the SWITCHGEAR APPLICATION screen, then they will be selecting all inputs
on the COMPONENTS screen. If the user selects a predefined configuration from the SWITCHGEAR APPLICATION screen, then
the user will only be able to choose the “Source Interface Amperage” and “Load Interface Amperage” as all other inputs will be
automatically assigned. Click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 16. Components
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Fifth Configuration Input Screen – CONTROLS
User will select the CONTROLS for the gear. The controls will be pre-selected for the user depending on the input from all the
screens before the CONTROLS screen. The user may or may not have the option of selecting a different type of control from the
drop-down menu. This depends on the input selections from the previous screens. Once the user has selected the control, the user
can then click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 17. Controls

Sixth Configuration Input Screen – PT REQUIRED
The PT REQUIRED Screen will display a potential transformer “PT”, if needed, based on previous input selections. If a PT is not
required, it will display in the drop-down menu. If a PT is required, it will display the voltage ratings in the drop-down menu along
with a picture of the PT with dimensions. Click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 18. PT Required
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
Configuration Screens and Input Selections
Seventh Configuration Input Screen – ACCESSORIES
The user will now select the ACCESSORIES for the gear. The “Enclosure Dimension” will be pre-selected for the user based on
previous input selections. The user will be able to select the “Enclosure Material, Color & Ground Bar,” “Labels and Instructions
Language,” “Accessories Options,” and if “Special Requests” are required. “Special Requests” will allow the user to input any
additional items the gear might require and any changes to the gear. If the user selects “YES” for the “Special Request” input, the
user will be able to input what special requests are needed on the next screen. If the user selects “NO” for the “Special Request”,
then the user will go to the “Other Information” screen. Click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 19. Accessories

Eight Configuration Input Screen – SPECIAL REQUESTS
The user will now be able to add SPECIAL REQUESTS to the gear. When the screen first appears, there will be a warning message
informing the user to spell out all required changes. The user will then click the “OK” button and will be able to select what type of
special request is required. The user can add text to the Special Descriptions, but there is a limit to how much text can be entered
(4,000 characters). Once the user has added all the special requests, the user can then click the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 20. Special Requests
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Ninth Configuration Input Screen – OTHER INFORMATION
The user is able to select “Approval Drawing Required,” “Factory Acceptance Test Required,” and “Upload Attachments.” Please
note that “Approval Drawing Required” will add two weeks to the lead time; and, with “Factory Acceptance Test Required”,
additional fees apply. When the user selects “YES” to “Upload Attachment”, a small wrench icon will appear next to the right of the
drop-down menu. The “Upload Attachment” menu will pop up and allow the user to add attachments (Figure 22). The user will be
able to add a description/notes to the attachment. To attach files, the user clicks the “Choose File” button. The user then clicks the
“Upload” button. After all attachments are uploaded, the user clicks the “Apply” button to return to the “Other Information” screen.
The user then clicks the “Continue” button to proceed.

Click “Continue”
button to proceed

Figure 21. Other Information

User will be able to add
notes to the uploaded
attachments.

Click “Apply” once all the
files have been uploaded.

Figure 22. Upload Attachment Menu
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Section 1: Screens you will see when
configuring switchgear
Configuration Screens and Input Selections
Tenth Configuration Input Screen – CONFIGURE DESIGN
The user will click on the “Configure” button in order to finalize the design.

Click “Configure” button
to finalize design.

Figure 23. Configure Design

Final Configuration Screen – CONFIGURATION CREATED
Once complete, a screen similar to the one below will appear. There are several key things to note on this page:
1. New Smart Part Number. The Smart Part Number will become the default T&B part number for new designs.

3.

2.

5.

1.

4.
Figure 24. Output screen

2. Description is a direct translation of the Smart Part Number, which directly translates from the input the user selected on the
previous screens.
3. The Configuration Summary is a cleaner look of the description shown in Figure 24 above. See screenshot below.
4. The Printable Version is an even “cleaner” version of what’s shown in Figure 25 below.
5. If user is satisfied with the selections shown, the next step is to click “Request a Quote” or create proposal.
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Figure 25. Configuration Summary

After clicking “Request a Quote”, the screen below will appear. Fill in all fields and click Submit.

Figure 26. Last input screen before submitting formal quote request.

You will soon receive an email directly from Inside Application Engineering with pricing.
For questions and support on Switchgear and the Switchgear Configurator, please contact:
Bonnie Walker, Inside Application Engineer
Bonnie.Walker@tnb.com
901-252-8595
Geoffrey Reed, Associate Product Manager
Geoffrey.Reed@tnb.com
901-252-5536
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Section 2: Selections offered within the
Configurator, defined
Explanation of features and options
How do I choose between MVI and MVS? Which applications drive which product solution?
− MVS = Molded Vacuum Switches; used for switching application.
− MVI = Molded Vacuum Fault Interrupters; used for fault interrupting application.
What happens when I add a motor? Is power required for the motor?
− Adding a motor will add more application options, meaning the system can be operated remotely, and that the system
can be automated.
− Standard motors require a power supply.
Do all controls need power or only SEL controls?
− All controls require power; however, the majority of Elastimold® Switchgear controls are self-powered. Elastimold SCADA
80 controls, and all SEL controls require an external power source. Thomas and Betts can supply a PT if power is not
already available.
What are the differences between SEL and Elastimold ® Controls?
− Elastimold ® Controls are more localized, whereas SEL Controls allow the end user to communicate with a central location via
internet protocols.
− All Elastimold ® Controls are mounted externally, whereas all SEL relays are mounted in a control cabinet.

There are many Elastimold Control options. What are the
differences?
®

Elastimold Controls for Single Phase, Basic
Use Elastimold 10 for one, two, or three single-phase interrupters mechanisms.
Elastimold Controls for Ganged Three-Phase or Triple-Single, Intermediate
Both Elastimold 20 and Elastimold 30 offer the ability to select phase minimum trip (one for all three phases).
Elastimold 20 adds time delay for phase tripping, ground trip as a percent of phase minimum trip, and ground trip delay.
Elastimold 30 adds an RS-232 port for connection to a PC to view the last trip data.
Elastimold Controls for Ganged Three-Phase or Triple-Single, Advanced
Elastimold 80 also offers the ability to select between a single-phase trip and a three-phase trip. In addition, this control adds
E-Set software, which enables programming via a computer using the MVI-STP-USB adapter. E-Set features custom TCC curves
and provides access to the last fault event information as well as real-time current per phase.
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In the accessories section, what is Cam Op? What is the Position Indicator?
The Cam Op connector is easily installed or removed via a hot stick operation. Configurations allow external visible break, testing,
grounding and isolation.

Viewing Window - CLOSE POSITION

Viewing Window - OPEN POSITION

The Position Indicator is a window that gives a positive indication that the vacuum bottle is either open or closed. The indicator is
directly coupled to the vacuum bottle.

Cam-Op
System

600A Load-Break
Switch or 600A
Interrupter

Bushing
Extender

Retaining
Sleeve

Alignment
Bracket

Cam-Op Link

Insulating
Plug
Elbow
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Section 3: FAQs

1. What about my usual “CS” part number? Do I have to convert my old customer orders to the new Smart Part Number?
a. Repeat business using the CS part number scheme will continue for some time. The Smart Part Number should be used
for new opportunities/new designs. After a period of transition, T&B will begin migrating 100% to the new part number
scheme, but this will take some time (1-2 years).
2. How quickly will I receive a quote response for a system created in the new configurator?
a. 48 hours (2 business days) is our response time goal ; however, response time may vary based upon demand or
thoroughness of information submitted.
3. Who is my first point-of-contact for questions on the Switchgear Configurator?
a. Inside Application Engineering (Bonnie Walker). See page 17 for contact information.
4. What’s the difference between A, B, and C solutions?
a. Elastimold standard designs are referred to as “Type A” solutions and can be ordered from the Configurator with no
special requests. Standard lead times for Type A solutions are 10-12 weeks (2 weeks for engineering and 8-10 weeks
for maufacturing).
b. Type B solutions include minor modifications from our standard design. These modifications should be noted on the special
request input screen. Standard lead times for Type B solutions range from 10-14 weeks (2 weeks for engineering and 8-12
weeks for maufacturing).
c. Type C solutions are customized to user specifications. Standard lead times for Type C solutions vary from 12-22 weeks
(4-10 weeks for engineering and 8-12 weeks for maufacturing).
5. Is T&B migrating away from supporting “C” solutions?
a. Absolutely not. The purpose of this tool is to clearly communicate the differences between A, B, and C solutions, to enable
the end user to understand what to expect in terms of lead time and build complexity.
6. What about lead time? What quantity can I order to get the set lead time/delivery time?
a. Standard lead times include order quantities of 10 switchgear units or fewer. Orders of more than 10 units will require a
review by the factory and product management for delivery schedules.
7. I created a Type A solution and the Configurator did not provide me with a price. Why?
a. Most likely the Price Book was not selected for your user account. Please contact Inside Application Engineer (Bonnie
Walker). See page 17 for contact information.
8. Can the customer make minor modifications without re-signing and going through the Process and Approval T&Cs?
a. After order conversion, all change requests must be reviewed by T&B. Upon completion of the review, T&B will
communicate the impact of the changes to the customer via the Scope Change Document which must be signed and
returned with a purchase order. Please understand that even minor changes can and have had significant impact to
both engineering and factory scheduling, and therefore must be recorded and agreed upon by both parties. These new
processes are purposely built to provide T&B with a clear understanding of customer requirements, and as a result, improve
our ability to provide the industry’s highest quality solutions, customer service, and on-time performance.
9. What if the customer does not agree to the changes in price and/or delivery?
a. Every case will be assessed on an individual basis; however, due to the nature of the made-to-order business, price
changes are not negotiable. We will endeavor to adjust delivery schedules subject to agreement with the factory and
product management.
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10. If I order a part straight out of TOPS will I have to sign the Process and Approval T&Cs?
a. Yes, all quotes will have the Process and Approval T&Cs attached. In order for the quote to be processed, the customer will
be required to sign the T&Cs and provide a purchase order.
11. Can I make changes to my custom gear before I sign the Process and Approval T&Cs?
a. Yes, you can make changes to the gear without the Process and Approval T&Cs being applied. Once you sign the Process
and Approval T&Cs, this means you are in agreement with the design and scope of the gear. Any changes made after the
signing of the Process and Approval T&Cs will be captured in the Scope Change Document and the Process and Approval
T&Cs applied.
12. Why do I have to sign the Process and Approval T&Cs as well as the Customer Approval Drawing?
a. Signing of the Process and Approval T&Cs is the written spec that T&B will use to start the Engineering Service Request
(ESR). The Customer Approval Drawing is a step in the process for the ESR and provides the customer with a visual
representation of the gear with a preliminary BOM, dimensions, and ratings. Signing the Customer Approval Drawing allows
T&B to finish the Engineering Service Request (ESR).
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Visit the T&B world of
electrical product solutions
Visit our web site for more information about
Thomas & Betts solutions and our newest products.
For a user-friendly catalog and competitive part
number search, application and technical support
and other useful information, go to:
www.tnb.com

Industry codes and specifications
All Thomas & Betts products meet or exceed
applicable industry specifications or codes which are
detailed in the appropriate T&B product literature.

IEEE

ANSI

IEC

Online CAD library
Thomas & Betts offers free download of two- and
three- dimensional CAD models of many of its
products in more than 90 native CAD formats at:
www.tnb.com/cadlibrary

Please ask your Thomas & Betts sales representative for a complete catalog of quality
Thomas & Betts electrical products or visit us at www.tnb.com. For customer service,
call 1-800-816-7809. For technical questions, call 1-888-862-3289.
© 2016 Thomas & Betts Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.
11/16/1M GM7506

Thomas & Betts Corporation
Electrification Products
Division of ABB
8155 T&B Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38125
901-252-5000
www.tnb.com

